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Abstract

There is a wide literature about companies’ entry-modes (acquisition and greenfield) and ownership preferences (JV and WOS) that they use while investing abroad. In terms of these entry-modes, the explanation capacity of Institutional Theory, Transaction Cost Theory and Resource Dependency Theory have been measured by several studies. However, when these strategies are evaluated separately their explanation capacity decreases. Therefore, new approaches are used. One of these new approaches by Dunning states that the explanation capacity of these theories would be enhanced by integrating them. Dunning argues that these theories would be integrated by accepting that ownership advantages would be assessed as resource dependency theory, location advantages would be assessed as institutional theory and internalization advantages would be assessed as transaction cost theory. This Eclectic approach is used in this study in terms of the interactions of three different approaches.

Entry modes with multiple theories would be more effective than a single theory in order to explain the entry modes of these companies. In this study, entry strategies of Turkish companies to the Russia Federation, Balkan Countries and Central Asia are explained, compared and discussed in terms of these theories. The aim of this study is to contribute to the relevant literature by understanding which entry strategy would explain the behavior of Turkish companies while investing in other developing countries.
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1 Theoretical Framework

Previous studies, which are about entry and ownership modes of firms, show that the companies use four different modes in terms of their FDI. There are JV and WOS ownership mode, Greenfield and Acquisition entry mode. According to the different approaches, which are explained below, firms prefer different entry and ownership modes.

1.1 Institutionalist Approach

According to Gatignon and Anderson (1998, pg.315) country risks generally consist of the political, legal, cultural and economic environment of the country and there is a relationship between these factors and the stability of commercial activities. They argue that the more the risk increases the companies may choose JV because JV gives the possibility to be more flexible in risky environments. The study of Kim and Hwang (1992, pg.35) confirms those arguments by indicating that multinational companies prefer JV entry mode when country risk is high.

Another factor that leads the companies to prefer JV as an entry mode is that the cultural distance between the host country and the country of the investor company. According to several studies (Kogut and Singh, 1988; Gatignon and Anderson, 1988; Erramilli and Rao, 1993; Meyer, 2001 and Tsai and Cheng, 2004) when the cultural distance is high, investor companies prefer to enter by using JV. However, Brouthers and Brouthers (2000) report that there is not any significant relationship between cultural distance and entry mode of Japanese firms that investing in Western Europe. Finally, Anıl and Çakır (2010, pg.11-12) found out that
when firms are fully aware of the similarities between the business styles and the local culture of the country in question, they prefer JVs. However, the study reveals no meaningful connection between the cultural similarity and the preference of entry mode (Greenfield or acquisition).

1.2 Transaction Cost Approach

This approach argues that the organization and the administration structure reducing the transaction costs are the key elements of entry modes of companies (Zhao et al., 2004, pg.526). When the costs of protection against opportunist behavior, performance monitoring and adaptation of production technologies are high, the firm would prefer an internal administration structure (WOS) (Luo, 2001, pg.445., Meyer and Peng (2005, pg.603),Williamson, 1985)

Several studies in this field (e.g. Gatignon and Anderson, 1988; Padmanabhan and Cho, 1996; Delios and Beamish, 1999; Makino and Neupert, 2000; Luo, 2001; Brouthers, 2002; Tsai and Cheng, 2004) point out that when the firm’s asset specificity is high, it is more likely to prefer JV rather than WOS. However, it could be said that there are some exception of this situation. For example, Padmanabhan and Cho (1996, pg.48) argue that When technological deficits in the transition economies are taken into account, an R&D-intensive firm may prefer to have full control in order to protect its proprietary expertise and/or to use it optimally. They also report that R&D-intensive Japanese firms generally prefer whole ownership (WOS) in their foreign investments. In addition, since in some conditions the institutional structure cannot protect the intellectual capital of firms, technology-intensive firms prefer to internalize (WOS) their transactions that requires advanced technology (Meyer 2001, pg.360).

Sometimes uncertainty plays an important role on the entry mode choosing process. Especially when uncertainty renders contracts ineffective and leads the partners to be exposed to delays, WOS is preferred (Brouthers and Hennart, 2007, pg. 403).

Transaction cost theorists report that the firm’s old experience in the host country or in the international areas has a significant effect on the entry and ownership mode choosing process. In terms of this argument, firms have a significant international experience would prefer to WOS since they do not need to local partners (Dikova and Wittelloostuijn, 2007, pg.1016; Padmanabhan and Cho, 1999, pg.27; Gatignon and Anderson, 1988; Delios and Beamish, 1999; Tsai and Cheng, 2004). Firm’s international experience also affects acquisition – greenfield dilemma (Larimo, 2003, pg.794).

1.3 Resource Based Approach

According to Brouthers and Hennart (2007, pg.404) firms’ organizational abilities related to the resources could be used as an advantage in the international markets. Moreover, sometimes firms want to enter international markets in order to gain some key resources. In terms of this argument it could be said that while selecting their partners firms from developing markets are more eager to share the financial assets, technical abilities, abstract assets and expertise of their partners; on the other hand, firms from developed markets emphasize the unique competence, market knowledge and access to the market of more than one partner (Hitt et.al.,2000, 461-463). In addition, developed markets’ firms use their own resources in order to obtain competitive advantage and they prefer to work with partners which have core competence, local market experience and opportunity for entering to the market; however, developing markets’ firms search for partners which they can learn organizational and technical abilities.

Meyer et. al. (2009, pg.62) point out that firms that enter to developing economies prefer to use JV strategies when the institutional conditions of these economies are weak because they can access to important resources by using this strategy. On the other hand, when the institutions are stronger and the market activity is higher, they choose acquisition strategy.

Under the conditions that there are no local partners for the firms that need to obtain new resources in the new market, according to Anand and Delious (1997, pg.582), acquisitions are the only solution.
When the technological abilities of a firm are treated as a resource, firms that have technological abilities would prefer to greenfield strategy for a few reasons. First of all the local firms do not have sufficient technological ability to present to firms that have stronger technological capacity. Secondly, if the acquirer has superior technological competences, transfer of these competences to the acquire company may be difficult or impossible because of the organizational inertia, i.e. the resistance of the workers within the acquired firm to the changes that would result from the acquisition process.

Finally, the size of a firm is regarded as an important antecedent of competitive advantage of the firm (Ekeledo and Sivakumar, 2004, pg.78). According to the some researcher (e.g. Buckley and Casson, 1976; Terpstra and Yu, adapted from Kumar, 1984, 1988, pg.35; Chang and Rosenzweig, 2001, pg.756) big companies are good at eliminating the risks and costs relating to foreign direct investments and have greater advantage in balancing disadvantageous positions. It is also argued that the larger the investment firm, the greater the acquisition competence of the firm (Kogut and Singh, 1988, pg.420; Larimo 2003, pg.801.)

1.4 Eclectic Approach

This approach, also entitled OLI (Ownership, Location, Internalization) argues that the firms choose the most convenient entry mode to the international markets and while doing that they evaluate the firms’ own ownership advantages (Resource Based Theory), host country’s position (Institutional Theory), and the internalizing advantages (Transaction cost Theory) of integrating the operations within the firm (Tatoglu and Glaister, 1998, pg.284).

In their study, Agarwal and Ramaswami (1992, pg.20-21) analyze the impact of mutual relations among the firm’s property (ability to develop differentiated product, its magnitude and international experience), the firm’s position (potential of the market and its investment risk) and the firm’s internalizing advantages (risks regarding the contract) in the firm’s preferred market entry modes (exportation, licensing, JV, WOS). The results of this study show that most of the small firms which are not experienced enough in international markets prefer to use JV as a entry mode because JV agreements give a chance to share the risks, the costs and also complementary assets and abilities of the partner firm. However, big firms which are already experienced enough in international markets prefer to use WOS since they want to expand markets with lower potential and realize their profit targets. In addition, according to this study when the contractual risks of the firms which have the ability developing differentiated products are considered high, firms are apt to use WOS.

According to several researchers (e.g. (Hoskisson et al., 2000; Luo, 2001; Wright et al., 2005; Meyer and Peng, 2005; Brouthers and Hennart, 2007) there are more than one factors that affect the firms’ preferences in terms of entry modes especially in the developing economies and that’s why it is not possible to explain firm behavior of international companies by using only one theory or approach. Under the light of this assumption it could be argued that since Dunning’s Eclectic Approach covers all other theories and approaches it has a more explicative framework (Brouthers and Hennart, 2007).

At last but not least it should be noted that this theoretical framework does not consist of the differences between managers in terms of risk perception. Since the key decision makers’ risk perception would alter from one person to one another it could affect the entry mode choice of firms.

2 Findings

The third part of questionnaire format using for Institutional Theory18 scales; of location selection factors; that was developed by Glaister and Tatoglu (1998) was used in order to identify the realities regarding these firms, and the questionnaire was given to 107 firms and 169 facilities in 7 countries (Bulgaria, Romania, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan,
Kyrgyzstan and Russia). For this study one question; “to have the advantage of being the first to enter the market” was added to the questionnaire form. The fourth part of questionnaire format using for Transaction cost Theory 13 scales of internalizing advantages of integrating the operations of firms and fifth part of questionnaire format using 7 scales of ownership advantages of firms was used. The values of the criteria which were measured by the questionnaire forms according to 5-point likert scale and averages of the points were as follows;

2.1 Findings About the Explanatory Capacity of Instutional Theory

2.1.1 The Relationship Between Type of Investment and Ownership Pattern with Location Selection Factors

Our finding shows differences of nineteen location selection determinats in terms of the type of investment. It is seen that convictions about the growth rate of the economy, the degree of unionization and the purchasing powers of customers affect preferences in regard to Greenfield or acquisition. That is, there is a significant difference between two groups at the level of significance is 0.05. Accordingly, firms who perceive “Geographical Proximity”, “the growth rate of economy” and “Level of Unionization” as high prefer the greenfield investment type.

Other finding shows differences of nineteen location selection determinats in terms of the ownership patterns. There is just one significant difference in terms of the preferences about capital structure (type of ownership). It is “Level of Industry Competition” and firms who percieve it as high prefer WOS.

2.1.2 The Relationship Between Ownership Pattern whit the Cultural Familiarity

There is a significant difference between WOS and JV groups about “similarity level of local cultures” and “similarity level of ways of business” at 0.05 significance level. Accordingly, firms that have high levels of perception about the similarity of local cultures and similarity of ways of business prefer JV ownership. There is no significant difference between “corporate culture” and “similarity of business ethics” in terms of ownership pattern.

There is a significant difference between WOS and JV patterns in terms of newly formed variable which is derived by the means of cultural variables above. JV is preferable in high levels of cultural familiarity.

Additionally, the relationship between cultural familiarity and mode of entry is analyzed but any significant difference cannot be determined.

2.1.3 The Relationship Between Type of Investment and Ownership Pattern on Risk Taking

The risk-taking behavior of traditionally internationalized firms is explained by a correlation with the amount of expected inputs (Buckley and Casson, 1981; Chakrabarti, 2001). Buckley et al., (2007) verified that the phenomenon of highly risk-laden direct capital investments ventured by China is also true for the foreign investments by Turkish firms. All of the Turkish firms, except for one operating in Uzbekistan, work at high performance. It is seen that they have made their investments without considering the risk aspect (Demirbağ et al., 1998), which verifies the findings of previous studies. No correlation has been found between UNCTAD’s data on the total investment countries receive and the data of the Undersecretaries of Treasury of the Turkish Republic. Same is true for risk factor data and COFACE risk index data.

Based on these results, there is no statistically significant difference was found between the averages of benefiting from economies of scale, better resource and capacity use, qualified and privileged access to inputs, presence in new markets, opportunity for rapid entry into markets, investment profitability, harmony with Turkish government policy, cost of contracting and implementation, avoiding the risk of misusing production information, ensuring sufficient quality control, insufficient legislation on patent and license rights, inability to make technology transfers through licensing and patents, and in agencies and licensing with the
ownership pattern and type of investment. Only one relation was found implementation cost of contracts with type of investment. Firms who perceive cost of contracts as high prefer greenfields. The level of significance is 0.05.

Those who claimed that it was unimportant expressed that they accepted the risk in order to achieve the required outcome, whereas those that regarded it as highly important said that this factor ensures a non-competitive environment and so this aspect was very important in order to sustain the same environment.

2.2 Findings About the Expainatory capacity of Resource Based Theory

According to our results, there is no statistically significant difference was found between the averages of International experience, Brand and product image, Practicing level of technology and managerial information, Experience in markets of the chosen country, Quality of staff improvement program, Staff quality and Product differentiation and development skills with ownership pattern and type of investment. Independent T tests are used to see if there is any significant difference between entry mode groups (acquisition or green field) for all items in group of ownership advantages. Only one relation was found that international experience with type of investment. Results show significant difference for them. Firms who perceive their international experience as high, they prefer greenfields. The level of significance is 0.05.

2.3 Findings About the Expainatory capacity of Transaction Cost Theory

Independent T tests are used to see if there is any significant difference between entry mode groups (acquisition or green field) for all items of internalization advantages which consist of; 4.1. benefiting from economies of scale, 4.2. better resource and capacity use, 4.3. qualified and privileged access to inputs, 4.4. presence in new markets, 4.5. opportunity for rapid entry into markets, 4.6. investment profitability, 4.7. harmony with Turkish government policy, 4.8. cost of contracting and implementation, 4.9. avoiding the risk of misusing production information, 4.10. ensuring sufficient quality control, 4.11. insufficient legislation on patent and license rights, 4.12. inability to make technology transfers through licensing and patents, 4.3. difficulties of agencies and licensing implementations. Reliability analysis is executed for this group of internalization; that consists thirteen items. Cronbach Alpha statistics is calculated as 0.7153. These items are used for factor analysis and four factors are emerged. KMO measure of sampling adequacy is calculated as 0.6690 and explained variance is 69.5680 per cent by factors.

Group internalization results show significant difference for only cost of contracts item. Variances are assumed equal because of Levene’s test and the significance level is estimated as 0.039 for mean difference. As a result, mean difference between groups is statistically significant at level 0.05.

2.4 Findings About the Expainatory capacity of Eclectic Theory

Dunning’s Eclectic Approach’s arguments in terms of advantages that are related to the country and company it could be said that the following factors have an impact on the decision of the Turkish companies: having a factory in EU, taking the advantage of being first mover, entering international markets, buying a cheap facility in terms of privatization. Hence, in this study which tries to explain the entrance behavior of the companies from different sectors, sizes and from different entrance years, it has been found that Eclectic Approach is more exploratory than other theories. All of these conditions have an impact more or less on the decision of Turkish companies. In addition to this factors Eclectic theory has been covering other three theories via ILO approach. That means (L) location selection factors of “Geographical Proximity”, “the growth rate of economy” and “Level of Unionization” firms who perceive as high prefer the greenfield investment type. There is just one significant difference in location selection factor, terms of the preferences about capital structure (type of
ownership). It is “Level of Industry Competition” and firms who perceive it as high prefer WOS. Finally, firms that have high levels of perception about the similarity of local cultures and similarity of ways of business prefer JV ownership.

(O) Ownership factors of international experience; Firms who perceive their international experience as high, they prefer greenfields.

(I) Internalization factors of “Implementation cost of contract” which firms who perceive cost of contracts as high prefer greenfields.

3 Conclusions

This study analyzed which entry (Greenfield/acquisition) and ownership (JV/WOS) styles are used by one developing country’s firms (Turkey) during the entrance process to another developing countries. By doing that various theoretical aspects, Institutional Theory, Transaction Cost Theory, Resource Dependency Theory and Dunning’s Eclectic Approach (OLI) which covers first three theories with additional factors, has been used. Despite of the wideness of research that deals with the entrance styles of the developed countries’ companies and their entrance process to the developing countries, there are relatively few studies that deal with the entrance styles of developing countries’ companies that enter other developing countries. Thus, this study aims to contribute filling this gap.

In this study it has been found that none of the relevant theories could explain the entrance behavior of Turkish companies alone; but, each of them partially explains it. As a result, it could be said that Dunning’s Eclectic Approach is more explanatory than other theories.

Although Institutional Theory argues that in the countries where uncertainty and cultural distances are high companies would choose JV, all of the Turkish companies analyzed and has found similar results. In this study. Moreover, these companies indicate that they did not care about the transaction costs because the conditions were similar to Turkey.
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